
Figure 6. (A) Model converted BioVolume Volume with error for a calliper volume of 1000, compared against real data points. Blue point is

model converted BioVolume value, error bar is user bias random effect standard error.

(B) Model converted BioVolume Volume with error for a calliper volume of 1500, compared against real data points. Blue point is model

converted BioVolume value, error bar is user bias random effect standard error.
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Is there a problem with tumour measurement?

Tumour measurement variability between technicians and scientists measuring subcutaneous tumours on mice with

callipers, is a common concern that can cause limitations in experimental design and impact the ability to conduct

studies in a concise manner(1).

BioVolume reduces measurement variability and improves accuracy

BioVolume is a non-invasive system developed with the aim of reducing this measurement variability and bias.

Thermal and RGB images are captured and used to build a 3D model of the tumour (Figure 1A). Segmentation and

measurement are carried out automatically by a machine learning algorithm, removing user bias. BioVolume offers

volumes calculated using both Length x Width x Width or Length x Width x Height.

Our global dataset contains scans aggregated from 130 users across 25 organisations, 18 mouse strains, and >100

tumour cell lines. It contains >40,000 scans in total, of which ~8000 are repeat scans of a tumour taken by 2-5 users

on the same day of an evaluation study (inter-operator repeats). The median Coefficient of Variation (CoV) for these

repeats shows BioVolume significantly reduces inter-operator variability in comparison to callipers (BV median CoV

= 0.127, Calliper median CoV = 0.175, P < 0.00001)(2).

BioVolume was also shown to be more accurate than callipers when compared to excised tumour weight as a proxy

for volume, a total of 143 excised tumours across 12 cell lines were weighed and compared against both BioVolume

and Callipers, BioVolume was 8x closer on average to the excised weight than callipers (3).

Re-evaluating endpoints

With previous experimental methods built around the limitations of calliper acquisition, there is a need to 
reset key standards to align with the BioVolume platform, providing a robust conversion of calliper length and 
width measurements to BioVolume has become a common question.

BioVolume typically produces larger length and width measurements than callipers

Callipers are a physical measuring device and as such only measure the tumour which is present above the surface of 
the skin and accessible by the operator (Figure 1B). BioVolume utilises the thermal signature of the tumour, this 
begins below the skin and provides a more accurate view of the tumour morphology resulting in a slightly larger 
measurement of length and width (Figure 1C). However, when BioVolume height measurements are included overall 
tumour volume will typically be significantly smaller.

Calliper user bias and differences in tumour height are the main causes of this noise
To investigate which factors contributed to the variability explained in the previous section, several linear
models were fit. In all of the linear models, the response variable was either BioVolume Length or Width, the
predictor variables always contained either Calliper Length or Width depending on the response. Several other
predictor variables were included and many models were tested that comprised of multiple combinations of
these predictor variables:

• Animal strain, Tumour cell line, User (Random effect) and Height

The Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used to select the best performing model (lower is better), and from
that which variables are most important in accurately converting from Calliper to BioVolume measurements. It
was found that the predictor variables which produced the lowest AIC score were user and tumour height (as
measured by BioVolume). When measuring a tumour, knowing what is the length and width is a subjective
process with callipers. Figure 4A gives an example with a slightly complex but common tumour morphology. As
BioVolume consistently measures the same length and width due to its algorithmic approach, there will be many
interpretations of length/width for callipers and only one for BioVolume. This subjectivity is one of the factors
for large variability in calliper measures for a given BioVolume. Another factor is the impact of tumour height
(Figure 4B); tumours grow differently from one another below the surface of the skin, as BioVolume measures
under the skin you can get varying results for a fixed calliper measure.

INTRODUCTION

ESTABLISHING MODELS

CONVERTING GUIDELINES
The conversion model was used to convert well known calliper randomisation points, end points, and some medium-sized

volumes into the corresponding BioVolume equivalents. The error is the range of possible user bias as a percentage and

shows how conversion can vary depending on which users calliper measure you are converting. If the aim is to re-evaluate

guidelines then use the value without the error:
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Figure 3. (A) Calliper Length vs BioVolume Length scatter plot. y=x line shown as a dotted line. BioVolume length = 10mm marked in blue to denote
large possibility of corresponding calliper lengths for a given BioVolume length. (n=9724).
(B) Calliper Width vs BioVolume Width scatter plot. y=x line shown as a dotted line (n=9724).

Data set used to investigate differences

To investigate the relationship between BioVolume measurements and calliper measurements, BioVolume scans with

corresponding calliper measures were selected. Specifically, scans from studies that were considered “good” quality by

independent reviewers. This ensured the measurements recorded were valid and representative of the image,

allowing for a more precise conversion. This resulted in a data set of 9,724 BioVolume scans with corresponding

calliper measurements, comprising of 8 animal strains, 24 tumour cell lines, 48 operators across 12 different

laboratories. Scans with Length or Width above 30mm or below 3mm were removed from the dataset.
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Figure 1. (A) BioVolume measurement technique and output. Thermal (top left) and RGB images (top right) shown with the automatic tumour
boundary detected by BioVolume outlined in red. 3D model an measurements produced shown below.
(B) Calliper measurement technique and typical output. Mouse is scruffed then physical boundaries of tumour (Length and Width) are measured,
measurements are either manually or automatically output into a spreadsheet.
(C) Difference in tumour measurement capture between BioVolume and Callipers. BioVolume measures larger due to capturing tumour beneath the
skin, callipers measure the tumour that is physically accessible to produce smaller measurements.
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Relationship between Calliper Length/Width and BioVolume Length/Width is noisy

To get an initial understanding of the relationship between BioVolume and calliper measurements, for the ~10000 
scans, Calliper Length was plotted against BioVolume Length (Figure 3A) and Calliper width was plotted against 
BioVolume width (Figure 3B).

From Figure 3, the relationship between Calliper Length and Width and BioVolume Length and Width is linear, 
BioVolume lengths and widths are mostly larger than their calliper equivalent. As BioVolume Length and Width 
increases, the corresponding calliper measurements become increasingly smaller. For a given BioVolume 
length/width, there are many corresponding calliper length/widths. For example a BioVolume length = 10 mm 
(marked by a blue rectangle in Figure 3A), corresponding calliper lengths range from 5mm up to 11mm. 
Understanding what is causing these large differences is essential in being able to accurately convert from Calliper 
measurements to BioVolume measurements.

Same calliper length , different height causes 

differences under surface of skin

Effect of Height

BioVolume Length= Calliper Length+ User (random effect) (1)

Calliper Volume LWW Converted 

BV Volume LWW

70mm3 ~95mm3 ± 45%

120mm3 ~160mm3 ± 37%

Calliper Volume LWW Converted 

BV Volume LWW

800mm3 ~1100mm3 ± 18%

1000mm3 ~1350mm3 ± 18%

Calliper Volume LWW Converted 

BV Volume LWW

1500mm3 ~2050mm3 ± 14%

2000mm3 ~2700mm3 ± 13%

2500mm3 ~3400mm3 ± 13%

= Mean BV LWW = Converted BV LWW 
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Conversion Model
Tumour height is rarely measured with physical devices due to large variability (4), so current welfare endpoint and 
randomisation volumes are established based on length and width alone. For this reason it makes sense to exclude 
tumour height from this model, resulting in two final linear models with the following model formulas:

Figure 4. (A) Impact of User Bias on large variability in calliper measurement for a given BioVolume
(B) Impact of Tumour Height on large variability in calliper measurement for a given BioVolume
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Using the model to convert Calliper Volumes to BioVolume Volumes

For a given calliper volume computed via the formula:

Volume = π/6 * Length * Width²                 (3)

there are many combinations of lengths and widths to make that volume. As such, depending on the calliper length 
and width, the converted BioVolume length and width and therefore volume will also be different. An algorithm was 
created to generate a range of likely calliper length and width combinations for a given volume. These generated 
lengths and widths were individually converted into BioVolume lengths and widths using the conversion models fit 
using (1) and (2). The BioVolume volumes were calculated using (3) and then averaged across all length and width 
combinations to give a converted volume. Figure 5 shows the converted BioVolume volumes that correspond to the 
same calliper volume but comprised of different lengths and widths for 1000mm3 (Figure 5A) and 500mm3 (Figure 
5B).

Figure 5. (A) Generated realistic calliper length and width combinations for a volume of 1000mm3 and the corresponding converted BioVolume volume.
(B) Generated realistic calliper length and width combinations for a volume of 500mm3 and the corresponding converted BioVolume volume.

Validating the conversion results
To validate the conversion results, the above converted end points with their error bounds were plotted against real 
BioVolume data corresponding to similar volumes (± 50mm3) to the calliper volume. Figure 6 shows this comparison 
plot for some of the above volumes:

Randomisation Medium-Sized Tumours Tumour Endpoint
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Spreadsheet

Rodent Calliper Volume 

LWW

Rodent 1 275mm3

Rodent 2 400mm3

User Bias

Calliper User 1

Calliper User 2

Calliper User 3

BioVolume Width = Calliper Width + User (random effect) (2)

Two linear models were fit to the data using (1) and (2), as it was found that incorporating user as a predictor resulted 
in the lowest AIC. This resulted in coefficient estimates being computed for the model as well as a standard deviation 
term for the user random effect, allowing us to convert from Calliper to BioVolume given the calliper measurement 
and the user measuring. If the user is unknown then error bounds are displayed with magnitude of the user random 
effect standard deviation.

Aims

• Find the relationship between BioVolume Length/Width and Calliper Length/Width

• Use this understanding to successfully convert Calliper randomisation and endpoints to the BioVolume equivalent
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